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INTRODUCING THE NEW COOLPOWER PRODUCTS RANGE 

The Cool Power Products Range is made up of a number of key components to build multiple types of system. This brochure 

gives descriptions of the various components across all our systems. These components are detailed in standard systems 

throughout the document but can be used to create be-spoke systems that are not documented in our pricelist. These 

components are amalgamated into typical systems in our price list further on in the document using this pricing structure 

multiplied by the number of each component. 

The EMMA system has been redesigned to reduce complexity and cost eliminating a number of external entities such as power 

factor transducers, AC voltage transducers, and reconfiguration of tails to install henley blocks, and much more. The addition of 

open network GSM communication to our new controllers provides a solid link for remote monitoring in almost all areas of 

Europe. Our new Modbus RTU/ RS485 control give the ELITE and EPRO systems the ability to control third party hardware with 

our software such as ABB Inverter and Studer inverter chargers providing inverter limitation capabilities in existing products and 

peak shaving in our soon to be launched BlueSine Stack system. The hardwired communications link is a crucial element for an 

export limiting device on the soon to be published ENA "Technical Requirements for Customer Export Limiting Schemes". 
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INTRODUCING ELITE; A DIFFERENT TYPE OF ENERGY MONITOR 

 

 

 

ELITE –   

The Elite is a new product from Cool Power Products targeted at the domestic market for monitoring and power diversion when 

paired with a Power Throttle. The Elite by itself can be used to monitor the import – export – demand. It also measures output if 

renewables are installed. It records cumulative data for the above and is useful in identifying where power is being used at a 

glance with 1 second screen updates. Elite is a much better alternative to other standalone monitoring systems as it 

differentiates between import and export as well as showing true demand and output where renewables are installed. Other 

simple clamp on meters measure both import and export as demand and don’t reflect the true figures on a site with the 

capability of export and varying voltage levels. The Elite also provides a second CT for monitoring output preventing the need for 

a second monitor. Elite also displays and uploads to Power Factor and RMS voltage which can indicate where a voltage 

optimiser is a good fit to reduce your electricity bills. Elite comes prebuilt with Zigbee and RS485 connectivity allowing the client 

to add on products from the Elite range to economise on their electricity usage ensuring future compatibility. Elite is a stylish 

controller with an intuitive colour touch screen interface that can be installed in 20 minutes.  

ELITE KEY FEATURES: 

 Easy to Install 

 Intuitive LCD colour touch screen 

 Monitors and Differentiates between import and export 

 Monitors Generation 

 Monitors Demand 

 Provides realtime data with 1 second screen updates 

 Provides cumulative readings for the above 

 Provides RMS Voltage readings 

 Provides Power Factor readings 

 Sets the foundation for further add-ons from the Elite Range with Zigbee connectivity such as: 

o Power Throttle 

o Smart Plug 

o Appliance Smart UPS 

o Temperature Sensors 

o Elite Cloud monitoring via GPRS and Elmon dashboard. 

o Elite SMART App. 
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INTRODUCING ELITE MONITOR (ELMON) GIVING YOU REMOTE ACCESS TO YOUR DATA ON THE CLOUD 

 

 

ELITE MONITOR (ELMON) –  WITH ELMON DASHBOARD 

ELMON is the cloud monitoring add-on to Elite that presents the site data in a smart graphical interface called the ELMON 

dashboard. The dashboard displays 3 minute averaged data in both a line format so the client can see various appliances turning 

on and off as well as historical histogram format with hover over figures to provide and compare data for days, weeks, months 

and years. 

ELMON KEY BENEFITS 

 3 minute averaged data of 

o Import 

o Export 

o Generation 

o Demand 

o Power to tank (where a Power Throttle is used 

o Power to Appliances  

 Indicative dials displaying  

o Generation today in kWh as a function of the peak output recorded on the site 

o Import v Export with hover over figures in kWh today 

o Power to Tank (where a Power Throttle is part of the Install) indicating kWh in power from renewable v import 

in kWh 

o Power to Appliances indicating renewable v imported power in kWh 

 Easy analysis of your power profiles to aid  

o import reduction 

o increased self consumption of renewable power 

o fault detection of generation plant 

o indentify where new products such as battery storage, addition of more renewables or power diversion to 

heat can increase revenue or savings  
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3KW POWER THROTTLE (USING PURE SINE WAVE DIMMING TECHNOLOGY) 

 
 

  

POWER THROTTLE –   

The Elite Power Throttle is the core product for power conversion into heat via a resistive load. The Power Throttle was 

specifically developed to meet the strictest compliance regulations while providing rapid response capability to load ramping. 

The Power Throttle has the ability to ramp up and down power to a resistive load by increasing and decreasing the amplitude of 

the output voltage to the load. The amplitude is adjustable every 20 ms. This is achieved combining dual PWM technology with 

precision filtering to provide Pure Sine Wave Dimming designed and developed in house by Cool Power Products. 

POWER THROTTLE KEY BENEFITS 

 20ms response time to input signal 

 Compatible with Elite or EPRO and also non EMMA control devices 

 Multi input control system with OAM capabilities 

o 0-10VDC Hardwired 

o Zigbee Wireless 

o RS485 Hardwired 

o Communications protocols available on request 

 Dual temperature sensing with wireless or wired feedback to Elite or EPRO 

o Input for Tank temperature 

o Input for Room Temperature add-on 

 Designed to be quickly fitted beside the tank using the existing tank connection (no searching at the fuse board to find 

Live and Neutral for the immersion). 

 Same unit is used on sites with 3kW to 250kW load diversion via Elite or EPRO because of its reliable and robust design. 

 The Power Throttle has been independently and separately tested by Compliance Engineering Ireland, SSE, Imperial 

College London and SPEN to meet EN61000-3-2 for Harmonics and EN61000-3-3 for Flicker as well as being nominated 

for an IET award as part of the Thames Valley Vision project in collaboration with SSE.  

o The unit was tested as a standalone entity at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% duty cycle on a 3kW load showing 

to be compliant for the above standards 

o Three units were tested as part of an export control three phase cascade system on a 100kW turbine to the 

satisfactory to SPEN for the above standards. 

o The unit does not require an internal fan for cooling 

o The unit is silent in operation  
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INTRODUCING EMMA PROFESSIONAL (EPRO) THE REPLACEMENT FOR EMMA WITH EC AND GVS 
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EMMA PROFESSIONAL (EPRO) –   

EMMA Professional (EPRO) replaces the 'EMMA with EC' and 'EMMA GVS'. EPRO allows a much more versatile and scalable 

approach for export restricted sites with the addition of extra control and failsafe capabilities. The EPRO system is built with 

modular parts so it is possible to mix and match what you need for the individual site requirements. The main components of 

the EPRO system are: 

 EMMA Professional controller (This is a version of the elite with hardwired communication abilities and remote 

monitoring via ELMON) 

 EMMA HUB with Export Cutoff (EHUB EC) 

 EMMA HUB (EHUB) only required on installs requiring more than 5 SSR’s. 

 SSR’s for > 3kW installs 

 3 CT’s per phase 

 Temp sensing for tank temperature 

 1 Power Throttle per phase 

 RS485 connectivity with multiple protocols to address various other plant such as inverters for inverter limitation and 

inverter chargers for peak shaving. 

The EPRO still provides the ability to control export with rapid load to generation tracking but also can be easily expanded by 

adding EHUB’s and SSR’s as the site requirements change. The EPRO also has the ability to control the Studer range of inverter 

chargers and can be used to prioritise battery charging before load diversion to heat with inverter limitation as a final priority if 

required.  

EPRO KEY BENEFITS 

The EPRO provides a number of key benefits for the client, agent and network operator. 

 Increased self consumption of power creating savings on import 

 Allows larger installs to go ahead on limited capacity lines providing economies of scale 

 Helps keep the inverters online by maintaining steady voltage levels 

 Increases FIT’s by keeping inverters online 

 Prevents saturation on the line with exported power for the DNO 

 Prolongs the life of the inverters by maintaining steady voltage and minimising trip outs due to over voltage 

 Prolongs the life of turbines by keeping them loaded properly by keeping the inverters online. 
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INTRODUCING EMMA HUB (EHUB) THE ELITE AND EPRO ADD ON FOR SSR AND SWITCHOVER CONTROL  
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EMMA HUB (EHUB) –   

The EHUB’s primary function is to carry out SSR control of up to 5 SSR’s per hub. It replaces the cascade functionality of the older 

generation EMMA 3G and 4G. The EHUB is controlled via the Elite or the EPRO depending on the install type. The EHUB has the 

ability to switch on and off one Normally Open Relay referred to as the “Store Switch Function”. This relay is used to switch 

based on tank temperature. This can be used to switch a bank of relays from one set of loads to another similar to the store 

alternative load switchover in the older generation EMMA’s. 

EHUB KEY BENEFITS 

 5 ports for SSR Control 

 Store Switch Function (NO) relay 

 RS485 connectivity 

 Up to 32 units can be controlled in a daisy chain  

 The unit can be located up to 1200m away from the EPRO Controller  

 Communications Protocol available on request 

 The Ports can be configured to perform different functions with a different control algorithm 

 2 CT ports available to switch loads on and of at preset output or load thresholds (built on request). 

o Beneficial for sites with a Max Import Capacity to prevent multiple large loads coming on together. 

 SSR on/off switching control on sine wave zero cross in synchronisation with Power throttle 0% and 100% duty cycle  

 Easy to install and din rail mountable 

 Robust screw terminal fixings  
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INTRODUCING EMMA HUB WITH EXPORT CUT OFF (REVERSE FLOW RELAY)  
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EMMA HUB WITH EXPORT CUTOFF (EHUB EC) –  REVERSE FLOW RELAY 

The EHUB EC carries out the same function as the EHUB. It provides a second Normally Open (NO) relay providing a disconnect 

signal for the generation plant referred to as the “Export Cutout”. The EHUB EC carries out a number of export cut-off failsafe 

duties required under the draft ENA Policy for export limitation. The EHUB EC has its own high accuracy power monitoring 

capability specifically monitoring for over export events; factory set based on varied DNO requisites. 

EHUB EC KEY BENEFITS 

The EHUB EC provides all the same benefits as the standard EHUB but with the following important additions: 

 The EHUB EC will disconnect the export cutout relay in the event of an unacceptable export excursion detected by 

itself.  

 The EHUB EC will disconnect the export cutout in the event of the EPRO signalling there has been an unacceptable 

export excursion. 

 The EHUB EC will disconnect the export cutout in the event it does not receive a keep alive signal from the EPRO with in 

500ms. 

 The EHUB EC will disconnect the export cutout in the of a power failure to itself. 

 The Export Cutout relay is generally used to de-energise the G59 relay on site to reduce the cost of additional 

hardware. The EHUB EC is not a substitute for a G59 relay. 

 The EHUB EC can be used as a standalone reverse flow relay without the Elite if required. 
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INTRODUCING EMMA HUB WITH EXPORT CUT OFF (REVERSE FLOW RELAY)  
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EMMA PROFESSIONAL INVERTER LIMITER (EPRO IL) –   

The EPRO IL is used to throttle back an Inverter to maintain the export limit by directly interfacing with the inverter control. We 
have perfected and implemented this technology on ABB inverters. This product contains an EPRO controller with an EHUB EC 
providing MODBUS RTU communication to the inverter(s). The Inverters are not provided by Cool Power Products. 
 
This system is targeted at installs where heating loads are not of use. A typical example would be a large PV install on a factory 
or treatment plant which has relatively constant high consumption with little resistive heating requirements and low 
consumption at the weekends. The EPRO IL with EC has the added benefit of keeping the inverter online where it would 
otherwise be disconnected due to over export or high voltage with G59 relay cut off. 
 
This system is normally installed in conjunction with a G59 relay externally controlled for import/export by the EHUB EC.  
EPRO IL can be combined with a standard load diversion system to initially provide heating to elements and then to control the 
inverter if there is still excess export. 
 

EPRO IL KEY BENEFITS 

The EPRO IL provides a number of key benefits for the client, agent and network operator. 

 Allows larger installs to go ahead on limited capacity lines providing economies of scale 

 Helps keep the inverters online by maintaining steady voltage levels 

 Increases FIT’s by keeping inverters online instead of disconnecting inverters completely 

 Prevents saturation on the line with exported power for the DNO 

 Prolongs the life of the inverters by maintaining steady voltage and minimising trip outs due to over voltage 

 Provides monitoring for the site as standard so the 

o Client can have confidence their install is running as it should be 

o Agent can provide service without having to go to site  

o Agent can show existing installs with figures and data to back up further sales 

o Network Operator can see if required the system performing as intended 

 Provides a quicker install with less plant required reducing costs for all involved where an export limiting device is 

required. 

Note: EPRO IL is not suitable on sites with low demand as the inverter will be limited constantly to match the export limit 

reducing fits and savings. Sites with low demand requiring an Export Limiting Device should use and EPRO with EHUB EC as it will 

generate load to match the output less the export limit. 
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INTRODUCING THE BLUESINE STACK STORAGE SYSTEM WITH A DIFFERENCE  
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BLUESINE STACK ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE SYSTEM (EMMA WORKING IN BOTH DIRECTIONS)  

The BLUESINE stack presents an intelligent easy to install battery storage system that monitors the import/export of the site and 

stores or produces power accordingly. The beauty of the BLUESINE stack is its ability to be placed in a convenient location that 

has a power connection capable of taking the peak invert output of the stack (typically <20Amps). Instead breaking the mains 

incoming at the fuseboard the BLUESINE has a remote monitor that controls the stack wirelessly, or by direct RS485 connection. 

If it is simpler a CT cable can be connected to the stack instead. The BLUESINE stack uses environmentally friendly saltwater 

batteries which have an unrivalled cycle life meaning your BLUESINE stack system will last longer than any other system using 

different battery technologies. At the heart of the BLUESINE stack is the EPRO controller allowing flexibility in your install to add 

all the other Elite and EPRO features to your storage system. Think of the BLUESINE stack as an EMMA that works both ways, it 

stores the power when there is excess output but can invert it when there is excess demand. 

BLUESINE STACK KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

The BLUESINE stack provides a robust eco-friendly battery system with the bonus being flexible in where it can be stored 

boasting : 

 Extremely high cycle life at 100% depth of discharge - 3000 cycles at 100% DoD; 4000 cycles at 80% DoD; 6000 cycles at 

50% DoD 

 Extremely high abuse tolerance avoids frequent maintenance, downtime, or replacements 

 Ability to stand at partial state of charge with minimal self-discharge to provide reliable performance on demand 

 Wide operating temperature range with minimal degradation 

 Non-toxic, non-flammable, non-explosive, non-corrosive (classified as standard goods vs. hazardous goods) 

 Environmentally benign materials - no corrosive acids or noxious fumes 

 No regular maintenance or active management required 

 Modular build so your system can be easily expanded to meet your growing requirements 

 Standard system provides up to 2.2kWp charge and 4kWp invert with a typical 10kWh’s of storage 

 Super easy and to install with a single mains cable connection to a 20Amp supply along with easy controller or CT 

installation. 

 All standard EPRO and Elite features available as add on’s to the BLUESINE stack with monitoring as standard. 

 The modular stacks can be easily configured as Single, Split and Three phase systems. 

 The stacks can be extended to supply more storage, peak charge and peak inverter by adding additional stacks. 
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SIZING YOUR EPRO OR ELITE POWER DIVERSION SYSTEM 

EMMA works with any size and type of grid-connected generator on single,split and three-phase connections. 

Use the tables below to find the right size EMMA for your generator and loads. To do this you need to know the size of your 

microgenerator and the size of the available loads that you wish to divert surplus electricity to. Usually, if your solar PV, wind 

turbine or other generator has been well sized for your particular site it will have an output roughly equivalent to the kWp 

capacity of your site's storage load (i.e. immersion/storage heaters) PLUS the onsite base load - which could typically range 

anywhere from 1.5kW to 300kW. 

The higher the ELITE or EMMA PRO load requirement, the more SSR (Solid State Relay) controllers it has, and hence the larger 

the load it can manage - as each SSR can be connected to a separate load of 3kW or less. EMMA can manage resistive loads of 

almost any size. It is critical that the SSR controlled loads and the PWM controlled load are the same size e.g. If the PWM load is 

2.5kW then the SSR loads on that phase need to be 2.5kW each. If the PWM load is 3kW then the SSR controlled loads need to 

be 3kW each.  

NOTES 

1. Generators can be slightly larger than specified in the tables for a standard system 

It is acceptable for generators to be slightly larger than specified for each model of EMMA in the tables below as all that will 

happen is the occasional export of a small amount of power if a generator-output peak occurs when onsite load is at a minimum. 

For example, EMMA SP15 is ideal for generators of up to 5kW but will also work with slightly larger generators.  

2. Very small generators 

If your generator is very small, such as a 600 Watt micro wind turbine, it may not make sense for you to use EMMA. This is 

because your domestic load is almost always going to be more than 600 watts so there won't be much surplus energy available 

from the turbine for EMMA to direct to other uses. 

3. Large generators with small loads 

ELITE and EMMA PRO systems can be used with mismatched systems where much more power is produced by your generator 

than could ever be used by the available loads. An example would be where a large solar PV array is feeding a small EMMA and 

load. However, your EMMA needs to be customised at the build stage. Therefore, when ordering Elite or EMMA Pro for a 

mismatched system, you must state the size of the generator and loads so we can build it with appropriate CTs (Current 

Transformers). For example, the standard ELITE 3kW for Home comes with a 60 amp CT’s for a standard output generation, but 

this will be swapped for a larger CT to suit a larger output. The price of your EMMA may be affected. Any excess power will be 

exported.  

4. Split phase and Three Phase systems 

A split or three-phase Elite of EMMA Pro system comprises two or three single-phase EMMA PRO or Elites respectively, with one 

system on each phase. This makes the split phase or three phase systems two or three times the capacity of whichever single 

phase model is being used.  

5. Compliance Information for power throttle 

OPERATING REQUIREMENTS & COMPLIANCE 

EMMA 4G is in conformity with the following European Directives as a minimum: 2004/108/EC Electromagnetic Compatibility 

Directive 2006/95/EC Low Voltage Directive and the following applicable standards: EN 55022: 2006 + A1: 2007, EN 55024: 2002 

+ A2: 2003, EN 60730-1:2000 + A1:2004 + A12:2003 + A13:2004 + A14:2005 + A16:2007 + A2:2008 

Voltage Frequency Operating Temp Pollution degree of 
installation 

IP Rating 

230V +/- 10% 50 Hz 0° to 30° 2 20 
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APPLYING FOR GRID CONNECTION (EMMA PROFESSIONAL WITH EXPORT CUTOFF / EPRO IL WITH EC) 

 

Your customers need permission from their DNO to use EMMA Professional with EC as an export limitation device. This is 

because they are proposing to limit a potentially large kWh export to the DNO's network to a smaller export with EMMA, so the 

DNO needs to know of and approve its use.  

A number of DNO’s are now converging to use guidelines drafted by the ENA. It is advisable to request the criteria the DNO 

requires for export limitation sites prior to submitting the export limiting scheme so relevant information can be provided. 

The customer should then submit an application to their DNO for connection of their generator, along with a statement that 

they will be limiting power exports using EMMA accompanied by all relevant information required by the DNO for an export 

limiting scheme. If the DNO requests further detail the customer should contact you. For EMMA's Compliance Test Results see: 

http://coolpowerproducts.com/products.php?cat=Compliance. You may need to submit these as part of your installation 

application to the DNO. 

Each EMMA with EC unit is shipped with the Max Export Capacity (MEC) preset according to what your DNO stated as the MEC 

when the unit was ordered on both the EPRO controller and on the EHUB with EC. Make sure you have the MEC correct at the 

time of ordering. It can only be changed by Cool Power Products' engineers. Where sites have existing generation and 

possibly existing export limiting devices; please provide us with all the details to help provide the right solution. 

EMMA with EC units can only be programmed and shipped once Cool Power Products have a copy of the DNO's acceptance 

letter acknowledging the use of EMMA to limit export. 

OBSERVATIONS WHEN APPLYING TO THE DNO WITH THE EMMA PRO OR IL - EXPORT LIMITING DEVICE (ELD) 

"4.2.2 Protection Assessment In order to prevent mal-operation of cut-out fuses and other protection equipment the maximum 

aggregate capacity of the generation shall be no greater than the higher of: 

1.25 x Maximum Import Capacity (MIC) 

1.25 x Maximum Export Capacity (MEC) 

 Where the site does not have an Agreed Import Capacity or Agreed Export Capacity the protection assessment shall be based 

on the DNO’s cut-out fuse rating or equivalent overcurrent protection setting and the nominal voltage. In the absence of other 

information, the DNOs cut-out fuse should be assumed to be 60A." ENA Draft Export Limiting Device sizing document.  

Example 4kW PV installed with proposed 5kW wind turbine with export limit of 4kW already used up with the existing PV 

installation. 

Assume DNO cutout is 60Amps from the protection assessment if we don’t know the actual size giving 13.8kW @230V. 

1.25 x 13.8 = 17.250kW for the max import capacity calculation 

1.25 x 4 = 5kW for the max export capacity calculation 

We choose 17.250 kW as the greater of the two values from the protection assessment as our export limit so the 5kW turbine is 

acceptable. 

WPD use the formula (Agreed Export Capacity + Minimum Demand) x 1.25 (Sometimes 1.5) = Aggregated Generation capacity 

It is very important to highlight in your application that the Minimum Demand figure should reflect: 

1. the maximum name plate rating of the combined loads controlled specifically by the Export Limiting Device 

2. the uncontrolled loads are equal to zero unless a minimum import meter has been installed by the DNO 

3. the maximum name plate rating of the combined loads controlled by the Export Limiting Device (ELD) plus the 

minimum demand indicated by the Minimum import meter. 

In the case of proposing an EPRO Inverter Limiter solution as an export limiting device the Minimum demand figure should 

reflect the total generation controlled by the ELD. Using the example above we can apply the WPD formula with an EPRO 6kW: 

4kW Export Capacity + 6kW EPRO EC controlled minimum demand x 1.25 = 12.5kW of aggregated generation so 5kW turbine 
is acceptable as long as the controlled minimum demand is sufficient. 
Using a 15kW turbine instead of the 5kW would violate the protection assessment in this case so the WPD calculation can 
only go up to 17.25kW otherwise the DNO cutout will be undersized.  
(4kW + 15kW controlled load) x 1.25 = 23.75kWp > 17.25kW  

http://coolpowerproducts.com/products.php?cat=Compliance
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EPRO WITH EC - SIZING OF LOAD FOR MAXIMUM EXPORT CAPACITY LIMITATION 

'EPRO with EC' models only: the sum of the loads on site must accumulate to greater (to the nearest 3kW) than the 

generator's capacity minus the DNO's stated Maximum Export Capacity (MEC). The loads should be calculated using the 

nameplate rating of the load intended to be used as part of the project. 

Example 1: Wind turbine/PV with max output (not rated output) = 21kW. 

Max Export Capacity = 5.2kW 

Immersion Load = 21kW - 5.2kW = 15.8kW 

In this case the total load (of heating devices) should be greater than or equal to 15.8kW.  

The nearest 3kW load up is 18kW (6 x 3kW loads). One load is fed from EMMA and the other 5 are from 5 SSR’s. 

Components Supplied: 

1 x EPRO Controller 
1 x EHUB EC 
2 x 100 amp Current Transformers 
1 x Power Throttle (The Power Throttle will drive a 3kW name plated load) 
1x Temp Sensor 
5 x SSR’s (Each SSR drives a 3kW name plated load) 

Optional 5 x Store switchover relays not supplied under standard pricing but are sold separately. 

System Name from Price List: EMMA PRO 18kW 

Example 2: Wind turbine with max output (not rated output) = 10kW. 

Max Export Capacity = 3.6kW 

Immersion Load = 10kW - 3.6kW = 6.4kW 

In this case the total load should be greater than or equal to 6.4kW. A larger load is more desirable e.g. 9kW. 

Components Supplied: 

1 x EPRO Controller 
1 x EHUB EC 
2 x 100 amp Current Transformers 
1 x Power Throttle (The Power Throttle will drive a 3kW name plated load) 
1x Temp Sensor 
2 x SSR’s (Each SSR drives a 3kW name plated load) 
Optional 5 x Store switchover relays not supplied under standard pricing but are sold separately. 

System Name from Price List: EMMA PRO 9kW 

Example 3: PV with max output (not rated output) = 50kW Three Phase. 

Max Export Capacity = 3.68kW per phase 

No Site requirement for heating but site has a relatively constant demand of more than 50kW. 

In this case an EPRO with Inverter Limitation is the best solution using ABB inverters with the EPRO IL having an export limit of 

3.68kW per phase and the EHUB with EC configured with the same export limit providing ramping of the inverters with an 11kW 

export target. 

Components Supplied: 

3 x EPRO Controller 
3 x EHUB EC 
6 x 100 amp Current Transformers (The import export CT’s may be larger based on the site demand) 
 
System Name from Price List: EPRO IL Range 60kW 
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Elite and EPRO for three phase is available in larger sizes also. Prices for bespoke and larger three-phase EMMA systems are 
offered on a case by case basis to allow for how much design input and project support is required. See 'Pricing Large 
Systems' below and talk to us directly to discuss your needs. 
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INTRODUCING CONSULTANCY FOR COMPLEX INSTALLS AND DNO APPLICATIONS 

 
 

NEW!! COOL POWER PRODUCTS CONSULTANCY  

At Cool Power Products we appreciate that all projects are different and some projects are more complex than others. Down 
through the years we have built up a vault of experience that can be leveraged where projects are proving complex.  
For projects where the installer cannot apply our standard schematics to the site we can assist in the system design and site 
layout to help the project come together as well as providing support in obtaining DNO connection permission.  
 
Consultancy is charged at a rate of £50 per engineer per hour ex VAT. 
Consultancy is charged on a weekly basis and will be invoiced weekly from the date of engagement. 
Payment is due within 7 days of each invoice. 
 
Where a project goes ahead the first two hours of consultancy are free and are discounted from the trade price of the system 
being purchased should payment for the consultancy service be made prior to the purchase of the system. 
 

PRICING LARGE SYSTEMS 

 
If you need our engineers to advise you on system design and pricing for larger renewable / EMMA systems than listed here, 
please email us the following information: 

Your name:  
Email:  
Company:  
Tel:  
Project Name:  
Project Location:  
Project Installation date:  
System Type (solar/wind/hydro):  
System Size: 
Single or three phase:  
Permitted export:  
How much power to divert:  
DNO: 
Thermal / Energy stores / Loads:  
NOTE: Each individual load must be max 3kW. Therefore, if you are putting 18kW total into a hot water tank, use six 
3kW immersion heaters rather than three 6kW heaters. It is critically important that all EMMA loads are equal in 
size. 
Plus... any other information, such as schematics of how you are proposing to connect it across the phases indicating 
the split of power and the permitted export and how much power you need or want to divert etc. 
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PAYMENT 

 
Prices are valid from 1

st
 January 2016.  

Prices shown are excluding VAT. 
RRP prices are recommended end-customer prices per unit excl. VAT 
Notification of price changes will be issued from time to time. 
Shipping prices are indicative and subject to change.  
Standard unit prices with Power Throttles include cable temp sensor. 
Switch over 20 Amp contactors are optional. 
Elite with EHUB and EMMA PRO with EHUB EC in Cabinet unit prices can be provided on request if a prebuilt system is required. 
 
Delivery:   Ex Works 
Payment:   Prior to shipping date. 
Deposit:   We require a 50% deposit to be paid with purchase order. 
Payment by cheque to: Warik Energy Ltd.  

Block 4B-1, 
Blanchardstown Corporate Park, 
Dublin 15, 
Co. Dublin, 
Ireland. 

Payment by transfer to: Bank account name: Warik Energy Ltd 
Bank account Number: 41249188 
Sort Code: 93-25-23 
Bank Name: Allied Irish Bank 
Bank Address: Swords, Co. Dublin, Ireland 
IBAN:  IE28AIBK93252341249188 
SWIFT:  AIBKIE2D 

Account Manager:   
Hereby past offers lose their validity. 
 

PLACING ORDERS 

 
To place an order, email us a Purchase Order on headed paper stating: 
 

1. Purchase Order Number 
2. Company Name 
3. Company Address 
4. Company Contact Person 
5. Delivery address 
6. VAT number if applicable 
7. Models & Quantities required 
8. Agreed price & shipping 
9. Requested Delivery Date 

 
Note: we cannot accept orders written into the body of emails - your Purchase Order must be attached on a separate document 
in Word or PDF format. On receipt of your purchase order we will send you an invoice and an estimated shipping date. For first-
time orders we will also provide you with information on available training sessions. 
Deposit: We require a 50% deposit to be paid with purchase order. Full payment is required by the shipping date. 
Discounts: We give a maximum of 40% discount on the retail price. A reduced discount may apply on one off or intermittent 
sales. 
UK Orders: If you supply a VAT number on your Purchase Order we do not charge VAT.  
EMMA installation labour qualifies for the 5% VAT rate (UK). 
Warranty: EMMA comes with a comprehensive back to base 36 month warranty from date of delivery. EMMA units must be 
installed by a trained installer for the warranty to be valid. 
Training: Installation training needs to be completed before your first installation for export control systems.  
Applicable VAT rate for your EMMA installations (UK): If EMMA is supplied as part of a solar PV or wind/water turbine system 
installation, the reduced 5% VAT rate applies. If EMMA is sold as a retro-fit, the standard VAT rate applies.  
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YOUR CUSTOMERS' QUERIES 

 
If you are unable to answer your customers' questions please forward their queries to us and we will advise you. However, 
please do not put your customers directly in contact with us. We can only respond to queries that come via you, the Installer, as 
we do not deal directly with end-customers.  

SALES AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

For sales and technical support call +353 (0) 91 395785 or email info@coolpowerproducts.com 

To help us work efficiently together we ask that you promote EMMA on your website and at shows you attend and provide us 
with an email address that is checked frequently. 

To help you promote and sell our systems, we will send you periodic Installer Update Emails to keep you updated about product 
news and technical information, add you to the Installer Map on our website (once you have completed training), and Refer 
relevant sales enquiries to you. 

You are also welcome to print, link or refer to any material on our website, including:  

 Our home page    www.coolpowerproducts.com 

 Installation Manuals & Schematics  www.coolpowerproducts.com/products 

 Case studies    www.coolpowerproducts.com/news-home 

 

 

Email: info@coolpowerproducts.com 

Tel: +353 (0) 91 395785 

Web: www.coolpowerproducts.com 
EMMA Brochure v1601 

http://www.coolpowerproducts.com/
http://www.coolpowerproducts.com/products
http://www.coolpowerproducts.com/news-home

